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Process Algebra with Probabilistic Choice 1 

Abstract. This work concerns modelling of the parallel composition of probabilis

t.ic processes treated in the setting of ACP-like process algebra. Due to interleaving 

parallel composition of ACP, non-determinism is of a basic importance in modelling 

concurrent probabilistic processes. Thus, the proposed process algebra combines 

probabilities, concurrency and non-determinism. 

First, probabilities are introduced by au operator for the internal probabilistic 

choice. In this way we obt.ain the Basic Process Algebra with probabilistic choice 

p,'BPA. Afterwards, prBPA is extended with parallel composition to ACP;!:". We 

give the axiom system for A Cpt and a complete operational semantics that pre

serves the interleaving model for the concurrent processes that can perform only a 

t.rivial probabilistic transition. 

Considering the PAR prot.ocol, a communication protocol that can be used in the 

case of unreliable channels, we investigate the applicability of A Cp!. Using in 

addition only t.he priority operator and the pre-abstraction operator we obtain a 

recursive specification of the behaviour of the protocol that can be viewed as a 

Markov chain. 

1 Introduction 

Due t.o t.he increasing complexity and t.he number of components of real-life parallel sys

tems, t.he probability t.hat a system or some of its components will be subject t.o failure 

elm'ing t.he work is increased, as well. This means that very often it is desirable or even nec

f'ssary t.o "predict" chances of failure occurring in the system. Therefore, it is insufficient 

1,0 assume that the system is reliable and t.o specify it under this assumption, but there is a 

Iwed t.o describe the probabilistic behaviour of the components and the system as a whole. 

Por t.he ia.c;t ten years various traditional specification formalisms have been extended with 

a notion of probabilistic behaviour for different models of probabilistic processes. 

Besides this llew, probabilistic approach in modelling concurrent systems, non-deter

minism still has an essential role specially due to interleaving of activities of independent 

components of a syst.em. In trea.ting non-determinism mainly two different approaches 

have been fonowed, one approach which a.Ilows both non-deterministic and probabilistic 

I Research is support.ed by PROMACS project, SION 612-10-000 of the Netherlands Organisation 

for Scientific Research (N\VO) 



2 Process Algebra with Pmbabilislic Choice 

choices (e.g. concurrent Markov chains (18], the alternating model [13]), and one where 

only probabilistic choice is allowed ([15, 11, 12, 14, 7, 10]). 

The objective of this paper is to introduce a probabilistic versIOn of ACP ([4, 8]) 

where non-determinism and probability are combined. Since we think about a probabilistic 

behaviour as an internal behaviour of the process that is not affected by the environnlent 

but it is result of some internal (low level) activities of the process itself, our start idea is 

that probabilistic choice has been resolved before non-deternlinistic choice (see distribution 

law PrAC5). 

Following the idea of ACP-like process algebra for interleaving parallel composition, 

we first investigated a probabilistic version of ACP, prACP in [I], where the axiom;r II y = 

xliY + Yli x + x I y holds for arbitrary processes x and y. This axiom leads to a situation 

where processes that depend on each other in their probabilistic behaviour are involved 

in merging atomic actions of x with those of y. In Section 3 we give an example of merge 

of parallel processes and point out an unwanted outcome that occurs. So we rejected this 

approach, as it is not suitable for specification of some concurrent systems such as for 

example the PAR protocol. 

Thus, we propose in this paper another extension of prBPA by parallel conlposition. 

We still keep the idea of the interleaving model but this time only for dynamic processes 

(processes that do only a trivial probabilistic transition with probability I). This new 

process algebra has a more complex axiom system than prACP in [1]. But an advantage 

here is a simple and intuitively clear operational semantics. We use an extra quaternary 

operator ][, called merge with memory, which helps in axiomatizing t.he merge of dynamic 

processes. This operator is not necessary in the sense that an equivalent algebra, called 

ACP7r , can be obtained by adding new axioms without any extra operators. These t.\vo 

process algebras, ACP. and the presented ACpt are equivalent. but. only for processes 

that do not contain the Ii, I and ][ operators. This version of combining probabilities and 

parallel composition in the framework of interleaving approach is proposed in [10] where 

the authors use bundle probabilistic transition systems. 

The operational semantics of ACpt is based on the alternating model of [13] and it. 

is defined by a term deduction system of which the signature contains an extended set of 

constants (each atomic action has a dynamic counterpart) and of which the deduction rules 

include two transition types: probabilist.ic and action transition. The proba.bilit.y associated 

with a probabilistic transition is det.ermined by the value of a prohability distribut.ion 

function. In t.he construction of the term models we use probabilist.ic bisimulat.ion as 

proposed by Larsen and Skou ([15]) and we show soundness and completeness of the term 

model with respect to proposed axiom systems. 

Dealing with the PAR protocol ([17]), a communication protocol used in cases of un

reliable channels, we investigate the applicability of A Cpt. We give a specification ill 
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A Cr,:- of the constituent processes of the protocol and of the whole system. In order to 

do perfonnance analysis, non-detenninism has to be resolved. Using in addition only the 

priority operator and the pre-abstraction operator [3] we obtain a recursive specification 

of the behaviour of the protocol that can be viewed as a Markov chain. 

2 Basic Process Algebra 

In this section we repeat briefly the concept of prBPA. As we mentioned differences be

tween prACP in [IJ and ACr,:-, which is presented in this paper (also in [2]), appear in 

l.he axiOluatization of t.he parallel composition. Namely, the axiomatization of the basic 

process algebra for both algebras with parallel composition is the same. prBPA is presented 

wmpletely in [IJ, where all properties of the axiom system and the relations with the term 

model, including soundness and completeness, are given in detail. Next we repeat only 

some ba'5ic definitions and essential propositions from [1]. And using examples we explain 

t.he way we think about combining non-determinism and probabilities. 

Axiom system of p"BPA The signature of Basic Process Algebra with Probabilistic 

Choice, prBPA, consists of a (finite) set of constants A = {a, b, c, ... }, a special constant 

f, Ii A (we usually denote A, = AU {6}) and the binary operators: + (non-deterministic 

choice, alternative composition), . (sequential composition) and tf-. (probabilistic choice) 

for each". E (0,1). The axioms for + and· are standard axioms of BPA, ([4]) (Table 1, 

n E A), except that axiom A3 (x + x = x) is restricted to atomic actions. A3 is restricted, 

because it does not hold anymore for processes involving the new choice operator (see 

Example 1). 

x + y = y + x Al 

(x + y) + z = x + (y + z) A2 

a+a 

(x + y). z 

(x· y) . z 

x+f, 

f,. x 

= (t. AA3 

= x· z + y. z A4 

=x·(y·z) A5 

=x A6 

A7 

Table 1. BPA6 with restricted A3. 

Int.uitively, process xtt-1I"Y behaves like x with probability 7r and behaves like y with 

probability 1 - iT. Probabilistic behaviour appears as a result of some internal activities 

or t.he process. We do not go to that low level and model causes of such a behaviour but 
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it is expressed by a probability distribution function over the set. of sub-processes of the 

process. In ACP and also in ACPtt- such a behaviour is modeled, respectively, by non

deterministic or partial choice of processes which are preceded by T action. Here we think 

about this internal action as contained by the probabilistic choice operator. 

The axioms for the new operators are shown in Table 2 (". E (O, I)). Axiom Pl'AC'2 

xtf1ry = vth-1I"X PrACl 

x1::tir(ytrpz) = (xtt"---.E...-y)trrr+p_lTpz PrAG'2 
".+p_'ltp 

xt:t;x = x PrAG'3 

(xtr.y)· z = x· ztr.y· z 

(xtr.v)+z = (x+z)t:t;,(v+z) 

PrAC4 

PrAC5 

Table 2. Additional axioms for prBPA. 

also has a variant, as follows: 

(x tI-.y) tl-p = = xtl;,p(Y~=) P,·AC2'. 
l_,..p 

We introduce abbreviations in order to deal with probabilistic sums of several argu

ments: 

This notation clearly presents the probability that a process behaves as one of its 

components. For example, process Xl tt-1rl X2 tt-:rr;.!X3 tt-'lr3 X4 behaves as process Xi, i = 1,2,:l 

with probability 7ri and as process X4 with probability 1 - 71"1 - ir2 - 1[3. 

From now on, we have ·that the operators bind in the following order: . binds st.rongt-~r 

than all other operators, and tI-. binds the weakest. 

Example 1. By this example we show the interpretation of non-determinism when it ha.'5 

been mixed with probabilistic choice. 

In Figure 1 a) the graph representation of the following processes are shown: 

prBPA f- (ath b) + (ctI-, d) = (a + C)tl-l (a + d) th (b + c)trdb + d). 
2 3 6:3 6 

Since we think about the outcome of a probabilistic choice as a result. of some int.ernal 

behaviour of the process, this choice has been resolved before a non-deterministic choice 

is made. Namely, in ACP-st,yle non-deterministic choice is made exactly when the first. 

action of one of the processes is executed. Thus in the example, the process a may Iw 

executed with probability land c with probability ~ and so, the non-determinist.ic choice 

of these two processes a + c has probability ~ x ~ = ft. 
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An example in Figure 1 b) shows that the idempotellcy law with respect to alternative 

composition does not hold in prBPA. We have the equation: 

prBPA I- (at:qb) + (at:qb) = atq(a + b)~b, 
hut. 

prBPA I- athb oF ath(a + b)thb. , . , 

+ = 
1 

'yO\. 
• 

«) 

.r 
1 + .r\ = 

·l~~ 
2 

b 

b) 

Fig. 1. Examples of non-deterministic choice between probabilistic processes. 

Proposition 1. The following equations hold in prBPA: 

l. Xl tt-'IJ"I X2 t::t-1I"2 ... tt-1r '_1 Xi tt-., ..• Xj t::t-1rj Xj+1 ... tl-1f .. _ 1 Xn 

= X 1 tt-1I"1 X2 t:t-1r2 ... tt-1f '_1 X j tt-1/' j ... Xi tt-,.. i X j +1 ... tt-1f .. -1 xn, 

for each i, j, 1 SiS n - 1, 1 S j S n - 1, i < j and n 2': 3; 

n. XI tt-'IJ"\ X2 tt-1f2 ... tt-'IJ"'_1 Xi tt-'IJ", X:i+l ... tf-'IJ" .. _1 X'l 

= xl tt-1I"1 ;t:2 tt-1I'2 .. . tf-'IJ"i_1 Xn -I::tJ.- ,;;:""",,,-1 'IJ" _ Xi+l ... tl-1f .. _ 1 Xi, 
~j=l ] 

for each 1 $ i ::; 11. - 1 and n 2: 2. 

o 

o 

Basic terms Next, we define basic t.erms, which are useful for technical purposes in 

proofs. Because of the Elinlination theorem, if we want to prove some statement valid 

for all closed terms, it is sufficient to prove it valid for all basic terms using structural 

induction as a proof method. 
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Definition2. We define the set of basic tenns B inductively, with the help of an internw

diary set B+. In 8\B+ the outermost operator is a probabilistic choice operator. Elements 

of B+ are all constants and terms that have as the Qutenllost operator a non-deterministic 

choice operator or a sequential composition. 

1. A U {5} <;; B+ c B 

2. a E A, t E B =} a . t E B+ 

3. t, s E B+ =} t + s E B+ 
4. t, s E B =} ttt-.s E B for each 7r E (0,1). 

Remark. If we consider terms that only differ in the order of the sUlllmands to be identical 

(i.e. we work modulo axioms AI, A2, P"ACI and P,.AC2) we see that the basic terms 

are exactly the terms of the form 

( j ) 

(2) 

where Xi == L aijtii + L bik for certain atomic actions aij and bih basic terms iij and 
i<l; k<mj 

n, mi,li E IN. We have the convention that: L Sj = 6. 
;<0 

Further, by SP (called the set of static processes) we will denote the set of all closed 

terms over the signature of prBPA, EprBPA' 

Definition 3. We define an anxiliary set. of closed terms D C SP as follows: 

1. A, <;; D; 

2. sED, t E SP =} s· tED; 

3. t, sED =} t + sED. 

Remark. The closed terms from D are exactly of t.he form: I: S; . t; + I: aj for son'" 
i<m i<n 

11, m E IN, ai E A6 , closed D terms Si and closed prBPA t.erms t;. \lVe have that. B+ CD. 

Proposition4. If sED then prBPA f- s = s + s. o 

Theorem 5. (Elimination t.heorem) Let. p be a closed prBPA lerm. Then Ihere is a basic 

prBPA term q such that prBPA f- p = q. 0 

Remark. If 5 is a closed D term, then the associated basic term which exists by tlw 

Eliminat.ion theorem is a term from the set B+" 
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Operational senlanties of pl'BPA The operational semantics consists of two types 

of transition rules, rules for probabilistic transitions: ~ (which are unlabelled) and rules 

for ac!.ion transitions: -"- (which are labelled with atomic actions a E A). Different from 

ot.her proposed operational semantics, we do not use labelled probabilistic transition and 

we define a probability distribution function with as domain the set of all processes, but 

which can easily be extended to the power set of the set of processes. Besides the fact 

t.hat a function only can be considered as a probability distribution function if it is defined 

on the set of all processes (in other words only in that case it fulfils the conditions for 

probability distribution [16]), we follow this approach because it gives an easier way to 

work with the operational semantics. 

As we have ment.ioned each process in our model may make either a probabilistic or 

an action transition, but not both. This entails that two types of processes have to be 

considered in the model. For this reason we consider a term deduction system with a 

signature different from the signature of prBPA by the addition of new constants. If A 

is t,he set of atomic actions of prBPA then we define the set of dynamic atomic actions 

.4, = {Ii : a E A6}. By a symbol ii, (a", 6) we denote a process that can successfully 

t.el'minate~by executing a. By ;S we denote a process that cannot execute any action. 

Further we will denote EprBPA = (A6 U A, ,+,', tT.). 

Definition 6. We define the set of dynamic processes VP in the following way: 

I, .{, CVP; 

2. sEVP,IESP=:.s·IEVP; 

:1. t.sEVP=>t+sEVP. 

We define a map <p : D - VP as follows: 

1. <p(a) = ii, for each a E A,; 

~. 9(.5,1)=<p(8)·1; 

:1. 9(s + I) = <pIs) + <p(I). 

If sED t.hen <p(8) will be denoted by ii. 

Proposition 7. The map 'P is a bijection. o 

By P'R. we denote the set of all static and dynamic processes, that is P'R. = SP u VP. 

The semantics of prBPA is given by the term deduction system T = (EprBPA' D) 

induced by the deduction rules shown in Table 3. In these deduction rules a is a variable 

t.hat. ranges over t.he set. A. 

\Ve nse t.he notation p ............ x to denote that (static) process p may execute a probabilistic 

s1.f'P 1:0 (dynamic) process x, in other words t.here exists a nonzero probability wit.h which 
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P may behave as x. A value of this probability is defined by the probability distribution 

function Jl(p, x) (Definition 8). 

Following the notation in other ACP-like process algebras by x ~ P we denote that 

(dynamic) process x can do an a-transition to (static) process P and by x ~ J we denote 

that x can do an a-transition and then terminate. 

a","",u 

p .......... x,q-v. y p~ x 

pi::J1rq .......... x,q1:::t1rp .......... x 

n 
X -- J} 

x·y~p.y 
n 

x· y - y 

x + y ~ p, y + x ~ p x + y ::. V, y + :t -!. .J 

Table 3. Deduction rules of prBPA. 

DefinitionS. (Probability distribution function) We define a probability distribution 

function Jl : PR. x PR. - [0, 1] inductively as follows: 

Jl(a,a) 

Jl( 6, 8) 

Jl(p . q, x' . q) 

= 1, 

= 1. 

= Jl(p, x'), 

Jl(p + q, x' + x") = Jl(p, x' ),,( q, x"), 

Jl(pt:iwq,.~) = lTl'(P,'C)+(l- IT)p(q •. 1:). 

Jl(p,x) = 0 ot.henvise. 

The definition of the probability distribution function for processes cont.aining; t.he 

probabilistic choice operator as the outermost opera.tor shows that the probabilit.y to 

behave like x depends on the probabilities of both processes in the probabilistic choice to 

behave like x. Namely, the probability that ptr.q behaves like x is obtained as a total 
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probability of both processes p and q to behave as x, that is, as the sum of independent 

probabilities for each process. 

In order to have clearer presentation of probabilistic transitions we will use transition 

systems where each probabilistic transition p ~ x is labelled by the associated probability 

/l(p.,,). 

Because in the construction of the term model we use the Larsen-Skou probabilis

tic bisimulation relation (Definition 13) we need to extend the probability distribution 

i'lIl1ct.ion t.o the power set of PRo 

Definition 9. We define t.he map 1'" : P'/? x 2P 'R ~ [0,1] in t.he following way: 

I'"(p, M) = L I'(p, x) for each M <;:; PRo 
xEAf 

Proposition 10. The map 1'" is well defined. 

From now on we will denote I'"(p, M) simply by I'(p, M). 

o 

Corollary 11. /t(ptT.q, M) = "'I'(p, M) + (1- "')I'(q, At) 0 

Corollary 12. Let ItS denole 111, ·111, = {In, . In, : !n, EM, & m2 E M2 }. Then 

1'(1" 'I, Ail . M,) = I'(p, Ai,) if q E !vI" otherwise I'(p. 'I, M, . M,) = O. 0 

Definition 13. Let R be an equivalence relation on the set of processes Tn. R IS a 

probabilistic bisimulation if: 

1. If pRq and l' "'" s then there is a term t such that q ~ t and sRt; 

2. If sRt and s ~ p for some a E A, t.hen there is a term q such that t ~ q and pRq; 

:l. If sRI and s ~ "j, then t .::.,. "j; 

4. If pR'!, then/,(p. 1\1) = /l.(q, Ai) for each !vI E PR/R. 

We say that. p is probabilistically bisimilarto q, denote P::::! 'I, if there is a probabilistic 

hisimulation R such t.hat pRq. 

From t.he definition of the operational semantics and the definition of the probability 

dist.ribution function we obtain the following properties: 

Proposition 14. Let p. x E PRo Then 1'(1', x) oF 0 iff p ~ X. 0 

Proposition15. Ld p E PR and M <;:; PRo Then I'(p, M) oF 0 iff3x EM: p~ X. 0 

Different from a. bisimulation relation used in the construction of a term model of 

ot.her A CP-like process algebras, here we ha.ve an ext.ra requirelnent that a probabilistic 

hi:,;il11ulation has t.o be an equivalence relation. This requirement is related with the fourth 

clause in Definit.ion 13 'which says that. besides a simulation of probabilistic and action 
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transitions between two processes considered as bisimilal', the probability of both processf'~ 

to pass to elements of one equivalence class must be equal. For example, t.he processes 

presented by the transition systems a) and b) in Figure 2 are not bisimilar and the processes 

a) and c) are bisimilar. 

a) b) c) 

Fig. 2. An example for probabilistic bisimulation. 

Next we give some properties of the probability distribution function which are used 

in proofs that a given equivalence relation is a probabilistic bisimulation relation. 

Proposition 16. IJ P E PR and M" M3 ~ PR such that MI n M3 = 0. then 

o 

Corollary 17. Let p E PR and M, ~ PR., i E I Jor some finite or counlable infinite jndo

set I, such that M, n M; = 0 Jor each i, j E I, i oF j. Then 

p(p, U Md = I>(p, Md· 
iEI iEI 

o 

Propositionl8. Let p, q E PR and M ~ PRo IJ M I , 111, ~ PR are snch that: 

then: 

!l(p + q, 111) = !l(p, Mll!l(q, Iv!,) + !l(p + q, lH \ (j\·h + M3 I)· 

o 

In the proofs of these properties no assumption about the structure of Jl or the element.s 

of equivalence classes are made and the given equalities depend on t.he definit.ion of the 

probability distribution function. As in the following model (Section 3) we ext.end t.lw 

probability distribution function keeping the part. for t.he operators from prBPA. in t.l", 

later sections we use these properties freely. 

Here follow some useful properties of t.ransitions. 
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Proposition 19. If p is a SP term and p ~ x. then x E VP (that is x == I: y; ·t; + I: ii; 
i<m j<n 

for some n, In E IN, aj E Ab -' DP terms Yi and SP terms tj). D 

Proposition20. If x is a VP term and x ~ p for some a E A, then P ESP. D 

Rnnark. From Proposition 19 and 20 it follows easily that we can reduce our investigation 

as following: 

1. ~~SP x VP, 

2. ~~VPxSP, 

:3 ~J~Vp, 

4. for every probabilistic bisimulation R we have R ~ SP x SP u VP x VP. 

Using this result, we consider in later proofs probabilistic transitions for static processes 

only a.nd action transitions for dynamic processes only. Very often we construct a bisimu

lat-ion relation as an union of relations. If one of these relations is a bisimulation relation 

then we do not consider transitions for pairs belonging to that relation. If one of these rela

tions is a subset of SP x SP, we consider only probabilistic transitions for pairs belonging 

(,0 that relation. If one of these relations is a subset of VP x VP, we consider only action 

transitions for pairs belonging to that relation. Moreover, the fourth clause of Definition 13 

requires all equivalence classes to be investigated. Having that no SP process is bisimilar 

to a VP process, we conclude easily that every equivalence class is either subset of SP or 

VP. Since the probability of reaching a SP equivalence class from one SP process is zero, 

we need to t.reat VP equivalence classes only. If we investigate the value !"Cp, M) in the 

Ia.t.er proof., we have t.o consider both, reachable and unreachable equivalence classes for 

I}. Proposition 14 allows us to conclude immediately that if M is unreachable class fronl 

p t.hen II(p,1'I-1) = O. Thus, our initial a.':lsumption in those proofs is that M is reachable 

class from p, that is there is an element u E At such that p'"'-'+ U. 

Proposition 21. If x is a D term, then the only possible probabilistic transition of x IS 

.Ie ~ ,r, and J.l(x, xl = 1. D 

As a corollary of the previous proposition and the definition of the operational rules 

we have t.he following results: 

Corollary 22. If Xl, x, are D terms then Xl r x, ilt x, t. x,. D 

Corollary 23. If.r is a basic prBPA term and x ~ ii:' for some x' E D then x' is a basic 

prBPA t.erm. Moreol lerx' E B+. 0 

Proposition24. Let p, q E SP and M ~ VP and let' : AI ~ AI be a bijection such that 

for farh 111 E AI, p(p, m) = 1'.('1, In'). Then p'(I', AI) = !"(g, M). D 
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Proposition25. If Rl and R2 are probabilistic bisimulation relations fhen 0.[50 R 

Eq( R, 0 R,) is a probabilistic bisimulation relation. 0 

Proposition26. :::= is a probabilistic bisimulation relation. 0 

Remark. From Definition 13 and Proposition 26 it follows that ~ is the maximal prob

abilistic bisimulation relation. 

Theorem 27. +-+ is a congruence relat£on on prBPA. 0 

Theorem 28. (Soundness) Let x and y be P'R. terms. IJ prBPA f- x = y then x = y. 0 

Theorem 29. (Completeness) Let p and q be closed prBPA terms. IJ p = q then prBPA f

p=q. 0 

3 Extension with merge and communication 

In the last ten years the problem of combining parallel composition with probability with 

or without non-determinism has been widely studied. Different approaches lead to various 

formalisms and theories that treat this problem as well as various senlantics. Following 

the idea of ACP-like process algebra for interleaving parallel composition, we studied a 

probabilistic version of ACP, prACP in [1], where the choice of the process which executes 

the next action is considered to be non-determinist.ic choice, and where according to t.his, 

the axiom x II y = xliy + yli x + x I y holds for arbitrary processes x and y. In this way we 

obtain a theory with very simple set of axioms (if we do not. consider the axioms for t.he 

new operator, these axioms are in essence the same as those of ACP), but. unfortunat.ely it. 

is not the case with the associated complete operational semantics which defines the term 

model of this process algebra where the crucial deduction rule (for parallel composition) is 

p.-......+ x, q ......... y, p ~ x', q '"'-+ y' 
-'----'--=---'--'--''-.. In [1] we give an example of an application of this process 
pil q~ xliq+ylip+ x' Iy' 

algebra for specification and performance analysis of concurrent systems. considering the 

Alternating Bit Protocol. But we realised that this approach to parallel composition dot's 

not give the anticipate results for some concurrent probabilist.ic processes. as t.he following 

example shows. 

Let us consider the processes P == send, anel Q == 1'ead! ti-rr Jail. The process P ex

ecutes the action send1 which may be treated as "send a dat.um a.t the port 1" and t.lw 

process Q executes the action read l with probability 1r, that is with probabilit.y 1r it reads 

the datum at the port 1, or executes the action Jail with probability 1 - IT, that is it fails 

with probability 1 - 1r and no further communication with the process P is possible. \VI' 
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remark that this situation is a realistic one when an unreliable transmission channel is de

signed (Section 4). We define a communication action cornml = send l I read l . By intuition 

we expect that the behaviour ofthe whole system OH(P II Q), for H = {send l , read,}, is 

described by the process comml tl-.lail· Ii. But we obtain the following equation: 

pTA CP J- OH (P II Q) = comml tl-.,Iail . Ii tf(1-.), (fail· Ii + comml) tf(1-r). Ii. 

As a consequence of the axiom mentioned above and the interpretation given of the non

deterministic choice between probabilistic processes, a possibility to combine probabilisti

cally dependent processes fa.iI and comml in a non-deterministic choice arises. Moreover, 

t.here is a non-zero probability with which deadlock may occur. It is obvious that this 

process does not satisfy our intuition about the behaviour of the parallel composition 

given a.bove. 

In order to overcome this difficulty, we propose in this paper a new variant of the 

ext.ension of prBPA by parallel composition. Again, we want to keep the idea of the inter

leaving model but only for dynamic processes. For instance, let us consider the processes 

X = a th band Y = cth d. Since X may execute a with probability -2
1 and Y may execute , , 

c with probability ~, the probability of merging a and c in the parallel composition X II Y 

is exactly the product. of the separate probabilities, so it is i. After the first action occur

rence, for instance if a has been performed, the probabilistic choice among the actions c 

(lnd d is not made yet, so each of these two actions may be performed in accordance with 

t.he given probabilities. Actually, we do not expect the probabilistic choice to be resolved 

at. the same tinle in both processes. In Figure 3 the transition system of X II Y is shown, 

where a I c = e, a I d = I, b I e = 9 and bid = h. This version of combining probabilities 

am! parallel composition with the interleaving reasoning is proposed in [10] where authors 

use bundle probabilist.ic transition systems. 

I 
ij 

I I 

I 
3" 

o - - 0 

I .;:!~. I I .;:P:Z" I I 6.;:1~. I I .;:~. I 

y~ y~ y~ y~ y~ y~ y\! y~ 
It <11 la &i le <11 la bi lc di ia bile d1 1a b1 

Fig.3. An example of parallel composition of probabilistic processes. 
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Axiom system of ACP! Below we give a definition (the signature and the axiom 

system) of the probabilistic version of ACP, called Algebra of communicating processes 

with probabilistic choice A Cr;;, where + stands for the extra merge operator added to 

this algebra. We remark that this probabilistic version of ACP has a more complex axiom 

system than the algebra proposed in [1]. But an advantage here is a simple and intuitively 

clear operational semantics. 

The signature of AC~ consists of the operators of prBPA, three binary operators: 

II (merge, parallel composition), lL (left merge) and I (communication merge), a unary 

operator flH (encapsulation) where H <; A and a quaternary operat.or )[ (merge wit.h 

"memory"). The axi01l1S of the new operators are given in Table 4 together with the 

conditional axioms given in Table 5 and 6. 

In comparison with prACP differences appear in the axioms of /I. TIle axioms for the 

other (common) operators are same in both algebras. For this reason we do not concentrat.e 

OUf attention on some properties concerning these operators, simply because they are same 

in both algebras or in their models. Namely, the proofs given in [1] go through in ACr;; 

as well. In this paper very often we just give a proposition whose det.ailed proof is given in 

[1]. As we have mentioned the differences that we have to consider appear in the axioms 

(and later on in the operational rules) of II and I in ACr;;. 

The idea behind the merge with "memory" operator is to delay a merge of two con

current processes (the first and the third arguments) as long as at least one of them 

has a possibility for nontrivial probabilistic choice (the axioms Pl'M M2 and P,·Mlvf3). 

If none of them has a possibility for a nontrivial probabilistic choice (the condition 

x = x + x & y = y + y), then the processes may be merged. The other two auxiliary 

arguments (the second and fourth) help in the axiomatization of the int.erleaving model as 

it was mentioned in the previous example. Actually, t.hey cont.ain t.he t.wo processes whidl 

have started parallel composition, because in furt.her derivation these processes may gf'1. 

lost. 

The axiom system contains three conditional axioms. All of them have a condition 

of form: p = p + p. In the terms of equalities (in the t.heory) ACr;; I- p = P + P holds 

for all terms which have as a basic term a term from B+. This condition guarant.ees t.hat. 

communication (in the case of Dy PR) and merge (in the case of Dy M) will not. occur befort" 

all possibilities of applying axioms P"CM6, Pl'CM7 and P1'1I1 1112, P"M M3, respectively. 

have been exhausted. Moreover in the mo"del, Lemma40 shows that t.he property p = P+fJ 

is fulfilled by all processes which cannot. do probabilist.ic transitions to different equivalent. 

cla.'Sses. 

Elimination of II, lL, I, flH and )[ operators from closed ACP;; terms is guarante,.d 

by the following theorem: 
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= ,(a, b) 

xlly = (x,x)][(y,y) 

(x ti-.x', z) liry, w) = (x, z) ][(y, w) tr.(x', z)][ (y, w) 

(x,z)l(yt:t;,y',w) = (x,z)][(y,w)t:t;,(x,zH(y',w) 

aiLx = a· x 

a . xiLy =,,·(xlly) 
(x+y)iL z = xiLz+yiL z 

(xti-.y)iLz = xiLzti-·yiL z 

alb·x ={alb)·x 

a·xlb =("Ib)·x 

a.xlb.y = (alb),(xlly) 

(xt:t;,y) I z = xlzt:t;,ylz 

x I (yti-.z) = xlyt:t;,xlz 

oH(a) =ft 

OH(a) =. 
OH(X+Y) = OH(X)+OH(y) 

OH(X . y) = OH(X)'OH(Y) 

OH(Xt:t;,y) = OH(X)ti-.QH(Y) 

CF 

PrMMI 

PrMM2 

PrMM3 

CM2 

CM3 

CM4 

PrCMI 

CM5 

CM6 

CM7 

PrCM6 

PrCM7 

ifa<1.H Dl 

if a E H D2 

D3 

D4 

PrD4 

Table 4. Additional axioms for AcE1. 

x = x + x, 11 = Y + y => (x, z) I (y, w) = xiLw + yiL z + x I y 

Table 5. Merge for Dynamic processes (DyM). 

15 

Theorem 30. (Elimination theorem oj ACF;;) Let p be a closed ACF;; term. Then there 

is a closed prBPA term q such that AGp,; I- p = q. 0 

Proof Let p be a closed A C~ t.erm. The theorem is proven by case distinction on the 

:-;t.ructure of p. 

J. if t.he outermost operator of t.erm p is lL or I or OR then the elimination of these 

operat.ors is proven in t.he same way as in [1]. 

2. P '" (PI, = d ][ (Po, =2) for certain closed A Cp,; terms PI, P2, =1 and z,: by the induction 

there are closed prBPA terms ql and go such that ACp,; I- PI = ql and ACp,; I-
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z = z + z => (x + y) I z = x I z + y I z 

z = z + z => z I (x + y) = z I x + z Lv 

Table 6. Communication merge for Dynamic Processes (DyPR). 

p, = q,. By Theorem 5 there are basic terms 1', and 1'2 such that prBPA I- q, = 1', 

and prBPA I- q2 = 1',. And then also, ACP;; I- p, = ,', and ACP;; I- P2 = 1'2 and 

A Cp;; I- (p" z.) ][ (p" Z2) = ("" =d K ("" =,). By induction on the structure of basic 

terms Tl and T2 we prove that there is a closed prBPA ternl J> such t.hat. 

ACP;; I- (r"z,lK(r"z,) = ". 
2.1 1'" 1'2 E B+: then by Proposition 4 we have that A Cp;; I- 1', = ", + ", and A Cp;; I-

1'2 = 1'2 +1', which implies ACP;; I- (1',,=.)][(1",=2) = ",IL=, + ,',lLz, +,',1"2, 
By the induction hypothesis there are closed prBPA terms 5,,52 and 83 such that. 

ACP;; I- r,lLz, = 8" ACP;; I- "21LZ' = 82 and ACP;; I- "II", = 83· Then 

ACP;; I- (1'" z.) HI'" =2) = 8, + 8, + 83 and 8, + 8, + 83 is a closed prBPA term: 

2.2 1'1 E B+ and 1', E B \ B+: then 1', = 1'1 + 1', and for some n E IN, n 2: 2 there exist 

'Uj E B+ and 7ri E (0, 1), for 1 ::; i :::; n such that 1'2 == til tt-1I"1 -U2 tt-'/f2 ... Un _l t:J-Wn _ 1 lin· 

Moreover because 'Ui E B+ we have that AC~ I- ttj +Ui = lLi for each i, 1 ::; i :::; 1/.. 

Thus using axiom PrM M2 we obtain: 

ACP;; I- (1'1, z.) HI'" Z2) = (1'" =d][ ("1 tr,. "2 tr., .. '''n-' tr."_. Un, =,) 
= (1'" zd HU" s,) tr,. (1'" zd ][(U2, Z,)tr" . " tr,"_. (1'1, zil K (Un, =2) 

= (r,lLz, + UIlLz, + r,ludtr •• (r,IL:, + U21L:, + 1', IU 2)tr., ... 

tr."_. (r,1L =, + unlL =, + ", I u,). 

By the induction hypothesis there are basic prBPA terms 8"8,,,8;3, 1 :5 i :5 Il 

such that ACpt I- rilLs, = 51, ACP;; I- U;it:2 = s" and ACpt I- ,',I U; = "". 

Then we obtain: 

prACPI- (1'"z.)][(7'" =,) 
= (SI +S12+·S13)-t::f-1rI(Sl +,')22 +S23)tf-1r-;t'" -t::f-1rn _ I (·5[ +sn2+ s n:d 

and (SI + 812 + 513)t:f-1r1 (51 + 5n + 523)t:f-":J ." t:f-1I"n_1 (51 + Sn:? + Sn3) is a closed 

prBPA term; 

2.3 1'2 E B+ and 1'1 E B \ B+: this case can be proven in a similar way as the previous 

case using axiom PI' AI M3 instead of Pdf 1112; 

2.4 1', E B \ B+ and ", E B \ B+: then bot,h 1', and r3 are basic terms in form (2) (I'. 

2). Then using Proposition 4 and axioms Pl'kl P.12 and Pl'}'1 Af3 in a similar wFlY 

as in 1.2 the result can be obtained. 

3. P == PI II P2 for certain closed ACpt terms PI and ]12: then we have 
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AC?;; r- P = PI II p, = (PI, pJ)][ (p" p,) and the result follows from 2. o 

Operational semantics of ACP;; In AG?;;, as in prBPA, we need to distinguish static 

from dynamic processes. Indeed, we obtain the term model of A cPi as an extension of the 

I."rm model of prBPA, that is, by extension of the signature and the set of deduction rules 

of t.he term deduction system and the probability distribution function given in Section 2. 

We consider the signature: i: AGE'! = (A, U A, , +, ., tf-., II , lL I, UH, ][). 

Analogously, we extend the sets of static and dynamic processes as follows: 

Definition3!. A set of static processes SP(AGI1) in AG?;; is the set of all closed terms 

over the signature of AGI1, E AGP!:' 

An auxiliary subset of SP(AGpf), denoted by D(AGI1), is defined as follows: 

1. A, <:;D(AG?;;); 

2. 8, t E D(AG?;;) =} s + t, sit, UH(S) E D(AGI1); 

:3. s E D(AG?;;), t E SprAG?;;) =} s· t, stU E D(AG?;;). 

A set of dynamic processes VP(AG?;;) over the signature i: AGE'! is defined induc

tively as follows: 

1. A, <:;VP(AG?;;); 

2. s, t E VP(AGP;n =} s + t, sit, UH(S) E VP(AG?;;); 

:3. s EVP(AGI1),t ESP(AGI1) =}s·t,sllt EVP(AGP;;). 

We denote the set of all processes in AG?;; by pn(AG?;;) and 

pn( AC?;;) = SprAG?;;) U VP(AC?;;). 

The operational semantics is defined by the deduction rules for the new operators in 

A C~ given in Table 7, where a, b, c range over A and H ~ A, and the probability 

distribution function (Definition 8 and Definition 32). 

Definition32. The probability distribution function 

/' : P'R.(AC?;;) x pn(AC?;;) - [0, IJ is defined with the equalities given in Definition 8 

and the following: 

p(p II ", .r'll" + x"lLp + .r' I x") 

I'(pll q. x'll 'I) 
1'(1'1",,,,'1,,") 
II(OH(P), GH(X')) 

= I'(p, x')I'(q, x"), 

= 1'(1', x'), 

= I'(p, x')I"(q, x"), 

= I"(p, x'), 

1'( (1', =)][ (g, w), .r'lL w + x"ll z + x' I x") = /1(p, x')I'( 'I, x"). 

We extend the map 'P in Section 2 to 'P: D(AC?;;) - VP(AC?;;) as follows: 
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p ........ x,q.-.....;- y p"""'" x,q ......... :IJ 

p'"'v> x,q ......... ;1/ P~x 

• x-p 

DH(p) ~ DH(X) 

x -"- p, y -'C g, 1(", b) = c 

XIY-"-l)lIg 

• b I 
X - p, y - y, r{a, b) = c 

xlY-"-p 

x ~p,a fJ. H 

• I b 
X - y,y- q,,,),(a,b) = c 

xly-"-q 

x -"- y',,, ~ H 

DH(x) -"- y' 

x -"- y', y -'C y', ,(a, b) = c 

xly-"-y' 

Table 7. Operational semantics of ACP!. 

1. <pta) = Ii for each a E A.; 

3. <pis + t) = <pis) + <pit); 

5. <pis It) = <pis) I <pIt); 

2. <p(s· t) = <p(s)· t; 

4. <p(sILt) = <p(s)ILt; 

6. <p(aH(s)) = aHLo(s». 

Proposition 33. Let p, g, Z, w E SP(AC?;;) and M" M" M <; PR.(AC?;;). Then: 

1. ifM= {m,ILg+m,ILp+m, 1m, : m,EAi\,ffi,EM,} fhen 

I'(p II g, M) = I'(p, Mdl'(q, M,); 

2. ifM = {m,ILw+m,lLz+m, 1m, : 1n, EM"n1,EAi,} then 

I'«p, z) !(g, w), M) = I'(p, Mdl'(q, M,); 

3. l'(pILg, MIL {q}) = I'(p, M) where MIL {q} = {mIL q : 111 EM}; 

4. I'(p I g, M,I M,) = I'(p, Mdl'(q, M 2 ) where 

M,IM,={m,lm,: ffi,EM"m,EM,}.: 

5. l'(aH(p), oH(M» = I'(p, M) where aH(M) = {aH(m) mE AI}. 

Proof. 

One can notice that 

M={m,ILq+m.,ILp+m.,lm, m,EM"m,EM,} 

= U U {m"ILq+ 1n,ILp+m,lm,j 
m)EM) t1l2EA12 
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from which 

p(p II g, AI) = p(p II q, U U {mlil q + m2ilp + m, 1m2}) 
mlEAIr m2EMl 

= L: L: l'(pl!q,m,ilq+m2ilp+m, 1m2) 
nIl EAII mlEM2 

= L: L: I'(p, mdl'(q, m2) 
mlEll-h m2EM:J 

= ( L: I'(p, md) ( L: I'(q, m2») 
mlEMl m:JEMI 

= I'(p, M, )I'(q, M,). 

In a similar way as in 1 we have 

:\1= U U {m,ilw+m,ilz+m,lm2}fromwhich 
Ill} EM! m2EAf,;! 

p((p,z)J[(q,w),M)={m,ilw+m2ilz+m,lm2: m,EM"m,EM,} 

= I'((p, z)l(q, w), Um,EM, Um,EM, {m,il w + m,il z + ml 1m,}) 

L: L: 1'((p,z)J[(q,w),m,il w + m 2ilz+m, 1m2) 
mlEM I rn2EM'l 

L: L: pep, mdp(q, m2) 
mlE.Ml m2Ekh 

= ( L: p(p,md)( L: l'(q,m2») 
mIEN!! m2EM1 

= pep, Mdp(q, M2)' 

The proof, of 3, 4, 5 are given in [lJ. 

19 

o 

Definition 34. The probabilistic bisimulation in ACP;; is defined in the same way as in 

prBPA. 

TheorelD 35. ::;: is a con.gruence relat.ion on A C?,% . 

Proof. We give the part of the proof which concerns the I and II operators. 

With respect to II : Let .1:, y, z and w be PR(ACP;;) terms such that x!::! Y and 

: = w. So, there exist. probabilistic bisimulations H, and R, such that xR,y and zR,w. 

I\'P dpfine a relation R in t.he following way: 

R= Eq(o:Ui3UR, UR,), 

wher€' 

,,= {(pllq,slll) : p,q,s,1 ESP(ACP;;),(p,s) E R,,(q,t)E R2}, 

/J= {(uilq+vilp+ulv,lilt+kils+1Ik) : p,q,s,tESP(ACP;;), 

u, v, I, k E VP(ACP;;), 

(p,s), (u,I)ER,,(q,t), (v,k)ER,} 

and where Eq Ineans equivalence closure of the given relation. 

Suppose (pllq,sllt) E R for some p,g,s,t E SP(ACP;;) and pllq ~ m for some 

11/ E '[lP( ACP;;). According to t.he definit.ion of the operational rules it follows that for 
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certain u, v E 'DP(ACP~), p ~ n, g ~ v and m = ulL q + "lLp + u I v. Then we have 

that for some I, k E 'DP(AC~), s ~ I, t ~ k and (u, I) E R, and (v, k) E R,. From the 

operational rules it follows that slit ~ n where n = III t + klL s + II k and since (p, s) E R, 

and (g, t) E R2 nsing the definition of R we have that (m, n) E R. 

Suppose (ulL g + vlLp+ u I v, III t + klL s + II k) E R for some u, v, I, k E 'DP(AC~) and 

ulLq + vlLp + u I v ~ r for some a E A and ,. E SP(AC~). Then from the definition of 

the operational rules the following cases can Occur: 

1. ulL g ~ r: then 

1.1 u ~ r', for some r' E SP(AC~) such that r = r' Ilq: then we have I ~ 0' 

for some 0' E SP(AC~) such that (r',o') E R" from which lILt ~ 0' lit. Thus 

IlLt+klLs+llk~o'lit and (r'llg,o'lIt) E R; 

1.2 u ~ ..; and r = g: then we have I ~ ..; from which III t ~ t. Then 

lILt + klLs+11 k ~t, and (q,t) E R; 

2. vlLp ~ r: this case is similar to the previous one; 

3. u I v ~ r: then 

3.1 u ~ r', v..:.. r" for some r',r" E SP(AC~), b,c E A such that 'Y(b.c) = a allel 

r = r' II r": then I ~ 0', k ..:.. 0" for some 0', 0" E SP(AC~) such that (I", 0') E H, 

and (r", 0") E R2. It follows that II k ~ 0' II 0" from which III 1+ klL s + II k ~ 

0'110" and (r'lIr",o'lIo") E R; 

3.2 u ..b.. ..;, v ..:.. r" for some r" E SP(ACP~) and b, c E A such that 'Y(b, c) = a and 

r = r": then I~";, k":"o" for some 0" E SP(AC~) such that (r",o") E R2 · It. 

follows that Ilk ~ 0", so IlLt + klLs + II k ~ 0" and (I''', 0") E R; 

3.3 u..b.. r', v..:....; for some I" E SP(ACP~) and b,c E A. such that. 'Y(b,c) = a and 

r == r': this case can he proved in a similar way as the previous one. 

Suppose (ulL g + vlLp + u I v, IILI + l'lLs + II k) E R for some v. v, I. k E 'DP(AC~) 
and ulL q + vlLp + u I v ~ ..; for some a E A. Only in the case 11. I" ~ ..; this transition 

is possible, which implies u ~ ..;, v":" ..; for some b, c E .4. such that 'Y(b, c) = a. By the 

assumption we have that I ~ ..;, k ..:.. ..;, so II k ~ ..; and III I + klL s + II k ~ ..;. 
Suppose rRr, for some r, r, E SP(AC~) and M E p'R,(ACr;;)/ R, M ~ 'DP(AC~). 

We consider only the case rQrl, the cases l'R17'1 and l'R'27'1 are trivial. From t.he a."3sumpt.ioll 

rarl it follows that r = p II q and rl = slit for some p, q, s, t E SP(AC~) such that pR, "" 

qR2t. Moreover, from the previous discussion about the probabilistic transitions of p II If 

and s III we obtain that if p II q ~ " then t.here exists v such tl",t s III ~ v and 1'/3". 

Ivloreover because f3 is an equivalence relation such that /3 ~ R it follows t.hat 111 = U JJi , 
iEf 

1# 0, for some equivalence classes Mi E P'R,(AC~)/[3. This allows us to consider ouly 

j3 equivalence classes. 
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As we are interested in reachable classes from p II q and s II t, we assume that there 

is an elen1ent Ui U. q + vdlp + Ui I 'Vi E Mi such that p .......... tlj and q ~ Vi from which 

we have M; = [u;lLq + v;lLp + U; Iv;)~. Moreover from the definition of j3 we get easily 

Aii = {u.'llq'+v'llp'+u' Iv': u' E [u;jR"P' E [P]R" v' E [V;]R"q' E [q]R,}. Having in mind 

t.he definition of the probability distribution fUllction we split this class into two disjoint 

subsets: Mi = MIU(M;\Mf) where MI = {u'lLq+v'llp+u'lv' :u' E [U;]R"v' E [V;]R,} 

end also lvf; = M:'U( AI; \ Mi'J where M:' = {u'lL t+v'll s+u' I v' : u' E [U;]R" v' E [V;]R,}. 

Theu using Proposition 16 and Proposition 33 and since pRls and qR,t we have: 

I'(p II q, M;) = p(p II q, Mn + p(p II q, M \ MI) 

= I'(p II q, MI) = I'(p, [U;]R,)I'(q, [Vi]R,) 

= pes, [U;]R, )I'(t, [Vi]R,) = I'(s II t, M:') 

= 1'(8 lit, Mi') + 1'(8 lit, M \ MI') 

= I'(s II t, M;). 

By Proposition 16 we obtain: 

iEM iEM 

We proved that if x !::: Y and z !::: w then there exists a bisimulation R such that 

( . ., II = )R(y II w), which implies (x liz) !::: (y II w). 

With respect to ][ : Let XI,X"X3,X4,YI,Y"Y3 and Y4 be PR(ACJ1) terms such 

that x; : : Yi, i = 1,2,3,4. So, there exist probabilistic bisimulations R I, R" R3 and R. 
such that x;R;y;, for i = 1,2,3,4. We define a relation R in the following way: 

f( = E'I ( {((PI, zd][ ('II, "'d, (1'" =,) ][('1" tv,» : PI. 'II, =1, WI,p" 'I" z" tv, E SP(ACP;;), 

(1'1,1") E R I , ('II, q,) E R 2, 

h, =,) E R 3 , (WI, w,) E R.} 

U !3 U RI4 U R'3 U R12 U RI U R, U R3 U R4 ), 

where 

!3 = {(nJ[l WI +v,1L =1 +nl I VI, n,ll w,+v,llz,+u,1 v,) : =1, Z" WI, W2 E SP(ACJ1), 

UI, VI, U" V, E VP(ACpt), 

(UI,tl,)ERI. (v"v,) ER" 

(=" =,) E R3, (WI, w,) E R4 } 

R'4 = {(Pj II w" 1',11 "tV,) : 1'"1',, "'" w, E SP(ACJ1), (pI,p,) E R j , (w" UI,) E R4}, 

H" = {(PI 11'1, ,1', II 'I,) : 1', ,1'" 'I" 'I, E SP(ACpt), (PI, p,) E R" ('II, q,) E R,}, 

R'3 = {('1,llz','1,II=,) : q,,'1,,=j,=, E SP(ACpt),(q"q,) E R,,(zj,z,) E R3}, 
and where Eq means equivalence closure of the given relation. 
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Suppose «p" z,) I[ (q" w,), (p" =2) I[ ('1" tv,)) E R for some p" p" 'I, ,r/" =" =2, 10" "'2 E 

S1'( A Cr;;) and (p" z,) I[ ('1" w,) ~ u for some l! E 1)1'( A Cr;;), According to t.he defi

nition of the operational rules it follows t.hat for certain "" v, E 1)1'(ACr;;)' p, ~!I" 
q, ~ v, and u = u,ll. w, +v,ll. z, +u, ! v" Then we have that for some "2,"2 E V1'(ACr;;), 

P2~ u" q,~ v, and (tt"U2) E R, and (V"V2) E R2, It follows that (p"Z2)j[(q"W2)~ 
U211. W2 + V2 ll. Z2 + U2! V2 and since z,R3 z, and w,Row, from the definition of R we obtain 

(utlLw, +v,ll.z, +u,!V',"211.W,+V,ll.z, + u,!v,) E {3 ~ R, 

Suppose (u, ll. w, + v,ll. z, + u, ! v" u,ll.w, + v,ll. =, + u,! v,) E R for someu" "" "" 

V" 2" Z2, w" w2 E V1'(ACr;;) and u,ll.w, +v,ll.z, +",jv, .:=." for some a E A and 

r E S1'(ACr;;), Then from the definition of the operational rules the following cases can 

occur: 

l. u, ll. w, .:=. r: then 

l.1 u, .:=. r, for some 1', E S1'(ACr;;) such that." = ",!!w,: then since u,R,u, we 

obtain that "2':=' r2 for some r, E S1'(ACr;;) such that. (",,",) E R, from which 

U2[L W2 ~ T211 W2 and also U2[L W2 + v2lL Z2 + U2 I V2 ::. "211 W2· Having WI R4 'W2 we 

obtain Crt !! w" r21i W2) E R14 ~ R; 
1.2 Ul ~ J and 7' =:= WI: then we have U2 ~ J from which 'lt2lL W2 ~ W2 and also 

"211. W2 + V211. Z2 + "2! V2 .:=. w, and (-w" w,) E R. ~ R; 

2, v, ll. z, .:=. r: then 

2,1 v, .:=. r, for some 1', E S1'(ACP;;) such that. " = ",!! =,: then since v,R,,,, we 

obtain that v,.:=. 1', for some ", E S1'(ACr;;) such t.hat (",,",) E R, from which 

"2 ll. Z2 .:=. r21i Z2 and also ",ll. w, + v, ll. z, + '" ! v, .:=. r,lI =" Having z, R3 Z, we 

obtain (r, II z, , r211 Z2) E R'3 ~ R; 
2.2 VI ~ J and r == Zl: then we have V2 ~ .J from which tJ211 Z2 .!.,. =2 and also 

u,il. w, + V2il. z, + "2! v, .:=. =2 and (=,,2,) E R3 ~ R; 

3, '" ! v, .:=. r: then 

3,1", .!.., "" v, .':. 0, for some r"o, E S1'(ACP;;), b,c E A such that. -r(b,c) = 
a and r == Tillol: then it2 !.... r::h V2 ...:.. 02 for som€' 1'2,02 E S'P(ACP;) such 

that (1'" ",) E R, and (0" 0,) E R" 1t follows t.hat. u,! ", .:=. ",!! 0, anel al,o 

u211.w2+V211.z2+U2!V, ':="'2!!O, and (1',!!o",',lIo,) E R12 ~ R: 

3,2 '" .!.., ,j, v, .':. 0, for some 0, E S1'(ACr;;) and b, c E A such that -reb, c) = a and 

r = 0,: then ",.!..,,j, v,.':. 02 for some 0, E S1'(ACr;;) such that (0,,0,) E R" 

It follows that 1t21 V2 ~ 02 and also "211. W2 + V211. =2 + 'U.,!1I2 ~ 02 and 

(0,,02) E R2 ~ R; 

3,3 '" .!.., "I, 'Vl.':.,j for some ", E S1'(ACP;;) and b, c E A such that,1'(b, c) = a and 

r == 7'1: then U2 ~ T2, V2 ~ Jfor some 1'2 E SP(AC~) such that. (1'1,1'2) E R I . 

It. follows that U2! V2 .!.:.. 7'2 and a.lso 'u2ll 'W2 + v2lL;2 + u21-V2 ~ 1'2 and 

(r"T2) E R, ~ R; 
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Suppose u,lL w, + vdl z, + II, 1 v, -"- V for some a E A. This transition is possible only 

in the case ",Iv, -"- V which implies II, .!. V and v, -=. V for some b, c E A such that 

i"(b,c)::::;; a.. Since "U1R1u":! and v1R2V2,"U2 ~ J and V2 -':.,j. Thus u21v2 ~ y'and also 

/I.'.! lL W2 + V2lL ':2 + "U2 I "v:! ~ J. 
The part of the proof concerning the pairs in relations R14 , R12 and R23 is omitted 

since it is similar to the previous proof about the merge operator in which the pairs in 

I't~la.tion a were discussed. 

Suppose r,R,', for some r" ", E SprAG?;;) and M E P1?(AGP~)/R, M ~ VP(AG?;;). 

We consider only the case r, == (p":')i(q,,w,) and r, == (p"z,)I(q"w,) for some 

p"p"q"q"z',Z2,W"W, E SP(AGP~) such that P,R,P2, q,R,q2, z,Raz, and w,R..w,. 
The other cases are trivial or can be proven in a similar way as in the previous proof. 

From t,he previous discussion about the probabilistic transitions of (1', , z,) ][ (q" w,) and 

(1'2, =2) ][ (q" lV2) we obtain that if (1', , =, ) ][ (q" w,) ~ '" then there exists u, such that 

(1'2, :2)][ ('I" w,) ~ !t, and ",IJu·2. Moreover because {3 is an equivalence relation such that 

ji ~ R we have that M = U M" I '" 0, for some equivalence classes M, E P1?(AG?;;)/{3, 
iEI 

Thus it is enough to c.onsider only (J equivalenc.e classes. 

As we are interested in reachable classes from (p"Z')i(q"W,) and (p"Z,)][(Q2,W,), 

we assume that there is an element UillL W1 + VillL Zl + "/til I ViI E Mi such that PI "'""'"-+ un, 

'11 ~ Vd· Thus we have M, = [uillL W, + villL z, + "il 1 v,,]p. Moreover from the definition 

of /3 we get easily 

Ali = {it'll w' + v'lL:' + ,,' 1 v' : ,,' E ["',]R" v' E [V',]R" z' E [Z,]R" w' E [W,JRJ and 
having in mine! the definition of the probability distribution function we split this class 

into two disjoint subsets: Mi = M: U (M, \ Mil where 

:\1: = {II'lLwl +v'lL:, +II'lv': u' E [",JR"V' E hJR,} and also M, = M!,U(M, \M:'J 

where AI!, = {,,'lL "" + v'lL =, + u.' 1 v' : II' E [U.,JR" v' E [V,JR,}. 

Then using Proposition 16 and Proposition 33 and since u1R1U2, v1R2V2, z l R3 z2 and 

w t R4 w2 we have: 

I"«P" =,)][ (q" "'d, M;) = I'({p,,:,)][ (q" w,), Mf) + 1'«(1'1, z,)][ (q" w,), M \ MIl 
= 1'( (1',,:,)][ (ql, "',), Mf) = I'(pl, [U.ilJR, )I'(q" [V,,JR,) 

= ,,(1'" [U',]R, )"("'" [VilJR,) = "«PI, z,)][ (q" WI), M!') 

= P«pl, =,)][ (ql, ""), Mf') + p«(p" :,)][ (q" w,), M \ M!') 

= 1'( (1'" ",)][ (q" "")' M;). 

By Proposition 16 we obtain: 

1'«1'l,Z,)][(q"wd.M)= L: 1'«(pl,zIH(q"wd,M;) = L: 1'«p"z,)][(q2,w,),M,) 
'EM 'EM 

= p«1'"z,)][(q"w2),M). 
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We proved that if Xi !::t Yi, i = 1,2, 3,4 then there exists a bisilTIulation R such that 

(x"X,)][(X3,X4)R(Y"Y,)][(Y3,Y4), which implies (X"X2)][(X3,X4)· (Y"Y')][(Y3,Y4). 
o 

Lemma 36. Ifp E SP(ACP;) and p~ 'IL, then u E VP(ACP;). 

Proof. The proof is given by induction on the structure of p. 

l. P = a for some a E A, then the result follows from Proposition 19; 

2. p = p, . p, for some SP(ACpt) terms p, and p,: then by the assumption p, . p, ~ " 

we have that PI """-+ u' with u == u' . P2. By the induction hypothesis we have It' E 

VP(ACpt) from which we obtain 

u E Vl'(ACpt); 

3. p = p, + P2 for some Sl'(ACP;) terms p, and p,: then from Pl + P2 ~ 11 it fol

lows that PI '"'-+ til, P2 ""'-'+ 1'2 for some "Ul and tt2 such that 11. == HI + H2· By the 

induction hypothesis u, E Vl'(ACpt) and 1/., E Vl'(ACpt) from which we obt.ain 

u E Vl'(ACpt); 

4. p = p, ti-oP, for some Sl'(ACpt) terms Pl and P2: then by the assumption 

PI tt-a P2 ""'-+ U we have PI ........,.. U or P2 "'-'+ U. But in both cases we have by the induction 

hypothesis that u E Vl'(ACpt); 

5. p = p,lI p, for some Sl'(ACpt) terms p, and P2: then from p,ll P2 ~ u it follows that 

PI ~ ttl, P2 ~ U2 for some ttl and U2 such that u == udLp3 + U2li.Pl + Ul Itt-3. By 

the induction hypothesis tt, E Vl'(ACpt) and "2 E Vl'(ACpt) from which using t.he 

definition ofVP(ACP;) we obtain II E VP(ACP;;); 

6. P= (p"Z)I(P2,W) for some SP(ACP;;) terms Pl, p" = and w: t.hen from 

(p"z)][(p"w) ~ u it follows t.hat p, ~ "" 1'2 ~ 1/, for some 'IL, and u, such 

that u == utlLz + u2liw + u,lu,. By the induction hypothesis '" E Vl'(ACpt) 

and tt2 E VP(ACP;;) from which, using the definit.ion of Vl'(ACpt), we obt.ain 

u E Vl'(ACpt); 
7. P = P,liP2 for some Sl'(ACpt) terms 1', and p,: then fr0111 PlliP2 ~ 11 it follows that. 

PI ........... 'Ul for some ttl such that. u == udLp2. By the induction hypothesis 

'" E Vl'(ACpt) from which we obtain II E 1Jl'(ACpt); 

8. p = p,lp, for some SP(ACpt) terms 1" and p,: then from ptlL1'2 ~ II it follows t.hat 

PI ~ ttl and P2 ..........;. U2 for some UI and t/.2 such t.hat "u == -U1 I II']. By the induction 

hypothesis Ul,U2 E Vl'(ACpt) from which we obta,;n u E 1JP(ACP;;). 0 

The next two lemmas follow directly form the definition of the operational semantir. 

more precisely from the deduction rules for action transitions of non-deterministic choice 

of two processes. 

Lemma 37. IfxEVl'(ACpt) thenx=,c+J:. o 
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Lemma 38. Ifx,y,ZEDP(ACP;;) andx+y::::= thenx+=<-+= andy+z::::z. 0 

lie mark. If x, y, z E SP(ACP;) this property does not hold in general. 

Leluma39. Let x be a closed ACP; term such that x.........,.. Xl, x.........,.. X2, ••• , X "-'1- Xn , n> 1 

are all possible probabilistic transitions ofx and for each i,j, 1 $ i $ n, 1 $ j $ n,ifi '" j 

1.hen Xi di:.Xj. Then there exists an m, IS" m $ n such that x + x "'--+ Xm + Xm is the only 

possible probabilistic transition of x +;c to equivalence class [xm + xm] = . 
Proof. Since x --......;. Xl, or ""'-'+ X2, ...• x ......,.,.. Xn are all possible probabilistic transitions of x, 

... + JO ~ Xi + Xj for i, j E {I, ... ,n} are all possible probabilistic transitions of x + x. We 

Ileed t.o prove that 

On the set {Xl, ... , Xn} we define the following partial order: 

Having that Vk : Xk + Xk :::: Xk (Lemma 37) we can reformulate the previous definition 

int.o: 

(3) 

is a partial order because it is: 

reflexive Xk ::::: Xk since Xk + Xk : : Xk; 

asymluetric Let be Xi == Xk and Xk ::: Xi. From the definition of == we have that there 

a.re ij, kj such that Xi + Xij ::: Xk and Xk + Xkj :::: Xi. Then from Lemma 38 we obtain 

Xi + Xk : , Xk and Xk + Xi := Xi from which Xi f-jo Xk· From the assumption that if j f:. 1 

then Xi d::..XI we obtain Xi =: Xk. 

transitive Let be Xi = Xi and Xj ::::: X!,. Fronl the definition of to- we have that there 

aTe ij, jk such that Xi + Xij :::: Xi and Xi + XiI< :::: Xk which implies 

.l'i + J.:i 1 + xh = ·I:i + ;Cj", = Xk· From Lemma 38 it follows that Xi + Xk ::: Xk from 

which ;I:i =Xk. 

Thus we ha.ve that = is a partial order on the final set {Xl, ... ,xn} frolll which it 

follows that there is a minimal element, that is: 

Moreover if there is a j such that Xl'll + Xj ::: Xl'll then we obtain Xj =- Xm and also 

Thus we have obtained that 
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which says that the only possible process in {Xi + Xj : i,j E {I, ... , n}} bisimilar to Xm is 

Xm + X m . This leads to the result that x + x ........... Xm + Xm is the only possible probabilistic 

transition of x + x to equivalence class [xm + X'm]::::. o 

Lemma 40. Let x be a closed ACF;; term such that X == x + x. Then if x ~ x' and 

X ........... XII for some x',x" EVP(AC~), then x'--....;.x". 

Proof. Without loss of generality we can suppose that x is a t.erm such that x does at most. 

one probabilistic transition to an equivalence class. From Lemma. 39 it. follows that exists a 

process y such that x ~ y, and x + x ~ y+ y is the only possible probabilistic transition of 

x + x to equivalence class [y + yJ "'. We will prove the lemma by proving that J1(x, y) = 1. 

It follows easily from the assumption x == x + x which implies J1( x, [yJ = ) = J1( x + x, [yJ = ). 
Having that I'(x, [yJ '" ) = I'(x, y), J1(x+x, [y + yJ '" ) = J1(x +x, y+ y) = J1(x, y)2. Because 

[yJ", = [y + yJ '" ' we obtain I'(x, y) = l. 0 

Theorem41. (Soundness) Let p and q be PR(.4CF;;) terms. 

If ACF;; + DyPR+DyM I- p= q then 11=q· 

Proof. This theorem is proved in the standard way, V1Z. by const.ruct.ion of a suit.able 

equivalence relation for each axiom which relates the left and right side of an associated 

axiom. Again, having that some axioms of A Cp.% are axioms of prACP and the operat.ional 

rules related to these axioms in both models are same we prove soundness only of the 

distinguishing axioms. 

PrMMl: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R= Eq({(pllq,(p,p)][(q,q» : P,qESP(ACP;;)}). 

Suppose (pllq)R«p,pH(q,q» for some p,q E SP(ACF;;) and 1'11'1 ~ u for some 

u E VP(ACF;;). Then from t.he definition of the operational rules it. follows that. p ~ n' 

and q ~ v' for some u', v' E VP(ACF;;) such that" == it'll 'I + v'lLp + u' I ,,,. Then also 

(p, p)][ (q, q) ~ u'lL q + v'lLp + u' I v' and (u'lL q + v'lLl' + u' Iv')R(u'lL q + v'lLp + u' I v'). 

Suppose that (p,pH(q,q) ~ u for some u E VP(ACF;;). From the definit.ion of t.he 

operational rules we obtain that p......,.;. u' and q......,.;. Vi for some u',v' E 'D'P(ACr,::-) such 

that u == u'lL q + v' lLp + u' I v'. It implies that. p II q ~ u'lL q + v'lLl' + ,,' Iv'. Moreover 

(u'lL q + v'lLp + u'l v')R(u'll q + v'lLp + u' I v'). 

Suppose (pilq)R((p,p)]Jq,q» for some p,,, E Sl'(ACP;1 and M E P1I.(ACP1;)/II., 

M <;; VP(A CF;;). From the previous discussion about. the probabilist.ic t.ransitions of these 

processes we get that ifu E 'DP( ACF;;), t.hen I'll q ~ " iff (1',11)][ ('I,") ~ 11. Moreover. 

if 1t is a reachable from pllq and (p,p)j[(q,q) then /I == /I'll'! + v'lLp+ u'lv' for sonw 

u',v' E 'D'P(AC~) such that. p ......... It' and q ........ v'. From t.he defmit.ion of t.he probabilit.y 
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dist.ribut.ion function we have t.hat I'(pllq,u) = l'(p,u')I'(q,v') = 1'«p,p)Hq,q),u) from 

which, using Proposition 24, we obtain l'(pllq,M) = 1'«p,p)K(q,q),M). 

PrMM2: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R = Eq ({«PI tJ-, p" : 1I (q, tv), (PI, z)][ (q, tv) tJ-, (p2, Z 1I (q, w)) : PI, p" 

q, Z, wE SP(ACP;;)}). 

Suppose «PI tJ-, P2, :)][ ('1, tv) )R( (PI, : 1I (q, tv) tJ-,(p2, zH (q, tv)) for some PI,P2, q, Z, 

It> E SP(ACP;;) and (PI tJ-,P2,:H(q,tv) -v;. u for some u E VP(ACP~). From the de

finition of the operational rules it follows that PI tt-1J" P2 .......... u' and q ......... v' for some 

u!. v' E VP(A CP;;) such t.hat u = u'u. w + v'u. z + u' I v'. It follows that PI "-' u' or 

1'2 ~ u'. In the first case we have that (PI,zlI(q,w) ~ u'llw + v'llz + u' Iv'. In the 

second case (p2,:1I(q, w) ~ U'lltv + v'u.: + u' I v', similarly. In both cases we obtain 

(PI,:H (q, w)tJ-,(P2,:H (q, tv) ~ u'll w + v'll z + u' I v' and uRu. 

Suppose that (PI, z)][ ('1, tv) tJ-, (P2, z)][ (q, w) "-' u for some u E VP(ACP;;). From the 

definit.ion of the operational rules we obtain that (PI, z JI (q, w) "-' u or (p" z) H q, w) "-' u. 

ill t.he first. case we have t.hat PI ~ u' and '1 ~ v' for some u', v' E VP(ACP;;) such that 

" = lI'U. w+v' U. :+u' I v'. It. implies that PI tJ-. p, ~ u' from which (PI tJ-, P2, z) Hq, w) "" u 

alltl moreover (u, u) E R. The result in t.he second case can be obtained in a similar way. 

Suppose «PI tJ-,p" z) H '1, tv) )R( (PI, zJI ('1, tv) tJ-, (P2, z]I ('1, w)) for some PI ,P2, q, Z, 

wE SP(ACP;;) and AI E pn(ACP~)/R,M C;; VP(ACP;;). From the previous discus

sion about the probabilistic transitions of t.hese processes we get that if u E VP(ACP;;), 

t.hen (PI tJ-,P2, z) Hq, w) ~ u iff (PI, z)][ ('1, w) tJ-, (P2, z)][ ('1, w) ~ u. Moreover, if u is a 

reachable from (PI tJ-, P2, z n ('1, tv) and (PI, z n ('1, w) tJ-. (p2, z) i(q, w) then 

"= "'Il tv + ·v'llz + u' I v' for some u', v' E VP(ACP~). From the definition of the proba

hilit.y distribution function we have t,hat 

1'.«1'1 tJ-.P2, :)][('1. w). u) = 1'(pI tJ-.p2, ,,')1'('1, v') = (lTl'(PI, u')+(I-lT)I'(P2, u'))I'(q, v') 

and 

11,«pI, : H ('1, w) tJ-, (1'2, z) I< '1, w), u) = "I'«PI, zH ('1, w), u) + (I - 1T)I'«PO, z) Hq, w), ul 
= IT I'(PI, u')I'( '1, v') + (I - IT )1'(P2, u')I'( '1, v'). 

Using Proposition 24 we obtain 

1'( (PI tJ-.l'2, z)][ ('1, tv), M) = 1'( (PI, z)][ (q, w) tJ-. (Po, z)][ ('1, w), M). 

PrMM3: We define a relation R in the following way: 

n = Eq ({«I', :) it'll tJ-.q2, tv), (p, z JI ('11, tv) tJ-, (p,:)][ (qo, w)) P,QI,Q2, 

z, tv E SP(ACP;;)}). 

The proof is similar to t.he previous one. 
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DyM: Let us suppose that p, q, =, tv E SP(ACr,;) and l' = P + l' and q _ 'I + 'I 
and let Mp = {u : p ~ U, It E VP(ACr,;)} and Mq = {v : q ~ v, v E VP(ACP;;)}. From 

Lemma 40 we have that for each ttl, n, E lvIp , ", =: '" and I'(P, [ud:::) = 1'(1', Mp) = I 
and similarly for each V',V2 E M q , V, '-"2 andl'(q,[vd",) = l'(q,Mq ) = 1. (*) 

We will prove that (p, zH (q, w) = pU.w + qu. z + l' I q. 

Suppose that (p, z)][ (q, w) ~ " for some x E VP(ACF;;). Then from the definition of 

the operational rules it follows that p ~ u and q ~ v for some tI," E VP(ACP;;) such 

that", == uu. w+vu.z + u Iv. Then pu. w ~ uU.w, qu.= ~ vu.= and p Iq ~ til v from which 

pU.w + qu.z + p I q ~ ·uu.w + vU.z + u I v. Moreover x =x. 

Suppose that pu. w+qu. z+p I q ~ x for some x E VP(ACF;;). Then from the definition 

of the operational rules it follows that. pu. w ""- x', qtL:: -- x" and pi fJ ........... XIII for some 

x', x", XIII E 'DP(AC~) such that x == x' +x" +Xfll. It implies that p -....,.:,. 'Ut, q ......... VI, p ......... tl,'1 

and q.-.......+ 112 for some 'U1,U2,VllV2 E VP(ACF;::-) such that Xl::;; udLw, ;r" == VltLZ and 

XIII == 1'21 v2- Thus we obtain x == udL w + vIti z + u21 V2. Since p -.....+- Ut and q ......... VI from 

the definition of the operational rules we have that (1', =)][(q, w) ~ u,u. w+v,U.z+u,1 v,. 

Moreover since UI :::! 'U2 and VI :::::. 112 using TheorelTI 35 we obtain 
(**) 

From the previous discussion about probabilistic transitions of (1', =)][(q,w) we have 

that the set of all reachable processes from this process is 

N = {uU. w + vu. z + u I v : u E Mp, v E Mq} for which it holds that if 11.,,11., E N then 

n, '::': n2 (from (*)). Moreover if uu. w + "u. z + u I v E N then N <:;; [uU. w + vu. z + u I v]::: . 

Thus we obtain: 

I'(p, z)][ (q, w), [uU. w + vu. z + u I v]:::) 

= 1'«p,z)][(q,w),N) 

=1'«p,Z)][('1,1V), U U {u'U.w+v'U.z+u'lv'}) 
U'EJlI,. v'EII/'1 

= L L 1'(1', v.')I'('1, v') 
U'EIHp "'ElIf" 

= ( L I'(p, v')) ( L It(q, Vi)) = 1. 
u'EAJp v'EA/" 

Now we discuss the set of reachable proce •• es from pu. w + qu. z + l' I q. Let. us denote 

this set by I{ and from the discussion about the probabilistic transitions of this process 

we have: J{ = {uU. 10 + vu. z + '" I VI : v, '" EM,." v, v, E Mq} and also from (*) we have 

the following: if k" k2 E J( then k, ~ k,. Moreover if lIU.w + vu. Z + '" 11'1 E 1\ t.lwn 

I,' <:;; [uU. w + vu. z + u,l vtJ::: . Thus we obtain 
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/I(pll til + qll z + p I q, [u.llw + vll z + til I V,] "" ) 
= p{pllw + qllz + I' I q, 1,) 
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=p(pllw+qlLz+plq, U U U U {u'llw+v'llz+u\lv;}j 
u'EAfp v'EMq u~ EM" v~EMq 

= L: L: L: L: p(p,u')p(q,v')p.(p,uj)p(q,vj) 
u'EM" t"EMq u~ EMp v~ EMq 

= ( L: p(p,u')) ( L: p(p,v')) ( L: p(p,uD)( L: p(q,vll) = l. 
u'EMp v'EMq t'~EMp v~EMq 

Finally, from (**) we get that lull w + vll z + u I v]_ = lull w + vll Z + U1 I v,] _ from - -
which we obtain 

/1«1', z)][ (q, w), lull w + vll z+u I v] "") = p(plL w+qll z + pi q, lull w+ vll z + u I v] "") = 1 

and 

p«p, zll[ (q, w), Al) = p(pll w+qll z +1' I q, Ai) = 0 for all other Ai E PR(AC~)/ ==, 0 

In order to prove the Completeness theorem of ACP; we use the method proposed 

in [19, 5, 9] which is based on analysis of the operational semantics of both prBPA and 

A Cp;. More precisely this method is based on analysis of the form of the deduction 

rules which built the operational semantics, and the operationally conservative extension 

property as well as the equational conservative extension property which says that the 

added operators II, ll, I and {) do not yield any new identities between prBPA terms. In 

[1] the bagic concepts of this approach and some necessary definitions and theorems which 

are taken from [5] and adapted to the presented problem are given. 

If we need to get an operationally conservative extension up to the probabilistic bisim

til at ion , we need to check that this relation is defined "in terms of predicate and relations 

symbols" . Besides the fourth clause in Definition 13, the probabilistic bisimulation is de

fined obviously in terms of predicate and relation symbols. Then from Theorem 60 in 

[1] we obtain that the term deduction system T(AC~), determined by the operational 

semantics of A Cpt , is an operationally conservative extension of the term deduction SY8-

[.em T(prBPA), determined by the operational semantics of prBPA, which means that for 

earh rlosed prBPA term s, its term-relation-predicate diagrams in both T{prBPA) and 

T( A CP;) are the same. And also for these terms the probability distribution function 

is defined in t.he same way in both T(prBPA) and T(AC~), which provides us with 

a conclusion that the fourth clause in Definition 13 does not disturb the notion of the 

pl'obabilist,ic bisimulation in tenus of predicate and relation symbols only. 

Leullua42. ACpt is an equationally consen1atille extension of prBPA, that is, ilt and 

S (lrc closed prBPA terms, then prBPA f- t = s ~ AC~ f- t = s. 0 

Theore1ll43. (Com.pleteness) 1ft and s are closed ACP; terms, then 

,= s => ACr,;- + DyPR + DyAi f- t = s. 0 
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3.1 An equivalent axiomatizatioll 

In this section we give an axiom system that can be considered as equivalent one to ACP; 

in the sense that a equation of terms that do not contain Ii, I and ][ operators holds in 

one theory if and only if it holds in the other theory. The main idea for proposing a new 

a..xiom system is to find an appropriate theory which does not have any ext.ra operat.ors. 

As it has been already mentioned, in order to obtain a complete axiOlll system of the terlll 

model determined by the deduction rules in Table 3 and Table 7 the merge wit.h memory 

operator has been added to ACp;;. 

We denote the new process algebra by ACP •. The signat.ure of ACP. consist.s of the 

operators of prBPA, three binary operators: II (merge), Ii (left merge) and I (communi

cation merge) and an unary operator 8H (encapsulation) where H ~ A. The axioms of 

these operators are given in Table 8 together with the axioms Dl- D4 and PrD4 in Tab'" 

4 and the conditional axioms given in Table 6. 

(xtr.x')iLz + yiL w + (xtr.x') I y = (xiLz + yiL w + x I y)tJ-.(x'iL z + yiL"' + x' I y) 

xiLz + (ytJ-.y')iL w + x I (ytr.y') = (xiLz + yiLw + x I y)t!;,(xiL z + y'iL w + x I y') 

aiLx 

a· xiLy 
(x+y)iL z 

alb·x 

a· x I b 

a·xlb.y 

= a· x 

=a·(xlly) 

= xiLz+yiL z 

= (alb). x 

= (al b)· x 

=(alb),(xlly) 

Table 8. Additional axioms for ACP1r • 

It can be noticed that the distribution laws P,'CMl. P"CM(; and P"CM7 are not. 

included in this a..'Xiom system. As a result of this, if we consider this theory a" an ext.ension 

of prBPA then the Elimination theorem does not hold anymore. 

4 PAR Protocol 

In this section we consider the PAR protocol (Positive Acknowledgement. with Retransmis

sion protocol) as it is described in [17]. We give a specification in ACp;; of t.he constituent 

processes of the protocol and of the whole system. In order to do performance analysis or 

the systelTI nOll-determinisnl has to be resolved. Using only a partial ordering of t.he set. of 
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atomic actions and pre-abstract.ion we derive t.he recursive specification of the behaviour 

of the prot.ocol which can be viewed as a Markov chain. 

Specification The protocol is modeled as five processes: one sender process S, which is 

equipped with the timer T, one receiver R and two communication channels l{ and L, 

see Figure 4. The sender sends a message to the receiver via a communication channel, 

7 
T 

s 

3 4 

K 
2 

L 

5 6 

Fig. 4. Components of the protocol 

st,arts t.he timer and after that it waits for an acknowledgement. After having received a 

message the receiver writes the message at the output port and sends an acknowledgement 

to the sender, A control bit is used in order to avoid multiple writing of a message at the 

out.put port. If a message or acknowledgement is sent via the (unreliable) channels f( or 

L t.hree situations can happen: 1) the message is transmitted correctly 2) the message 

is damaged in transit 3) the message gets lost in the channel. If the sender receives a 

damaged acknowledgement it sends a duplicate of the sent message. If the sent message or 

t.he acknowledgement. has been lost in the channel no other action can be performed except 

t.he t.ime-out c0l11munication action between T and S. When the sender gets the time-out 

message from the timer it, sends a duplicate of the sent message. Unreliability of the channel 

J\ (in t.he similar way it is specified for the channel L) is specified by the probabilistic 

choice operat.or: correct. transmission of a message wit.h probability 1T, corruption of a 

lIlessage with proba.bility (J and loss of a message with probability 1 - 7r - (J, 

Let. D be a finite set of data. The set. of atomic actions A contains read, send and 

rOllllllllnication action and k and I actions which present loss of a message and acknowl

edgement, respectively. We use the standard read/send communication function given by 

"doC) I sdx) = c.(x) for communication port k and message x. The specifications of the 

flve processes are given by the recursive equations in Figure 5. 

Priority As proposed in [17], in order to verify the protocol we use a unary priority 

npf~rator e in t.he given specification as well. In Table 9 and Table 10 we give the axioms 
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Sender: 
5 = So 

Sb = LT1(d).St (b=O,I) 
dED 

st = 5,(db)· 5,(st)· wst 
wst = Ts(ack) . S,_b + (T,(.1) + r,(to))· st (b = 0,1, dE D) 

Receiver: 

R = Ro 

Rb = ,,(.i). Rb + L T,(d 1 - b)· SRb + L T,(db)· s2(d)· SR , _b (I> = 0, 1) 
deD dED 

SRb = sa(ack)· Rb (b = 0, 1) 

Timer: 
T = "(5t) . T' 

T" = n(st) . T' + 57 (to) . T 

Channels: 
K = L T,(db)· (5, (db) tr.5,(.1) t:t,k) . J( 

dED ,be{O,l} 

L = T,(ack) . (ss(ack) tlps,(.1) tJ;,1)· L 

Fig. 5. Specification of the five components of the protocol. 

of the priority operator and axioms of the auxiliary unless operat.or <I. We not.e that 

the Elimination theorem of the priority operator holds for closed terms, but it is not 

the case with the unless operator because distribution laws wit.h probabilistic choice are 

missing. But in the theory we do not consider this as a problem, because in specification 

of processes this operator appears only as an auxiliary operator of the priority operat.or 

and conditional axiom DyT H3 guarantees that. this operator does not appear between 

probabilistic processes. 

Next, we give the Elimination theorem of the priority operator [rOl11 closed terms. 

Since we consider the signature of AC~ extended with e we just continue the proof of 

the Elimination theorem of A Cpt (p. 15) by adding an item in the induction proof about 

the priority operator. Again we emphasise that the elimination propert.y of <I fron~ closed 

terms does not hold, but it does not cause any problems in specification of parallel syst.ems 

since it is an auxiliary operator only. 

The axiom system A Cpt +THI +T IJ2+DyTH3+ P,'T H4+ PI-6 lVe elenot.e short.ly 

by ACP;t + e and a closed AC.v,::- + e term means a closed term over the signature- of 

ACpt extended bye. 
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19(0) =(t THI 

e(z· y) = e(x)· e(y) TH2 

e(xtr.y) = e(x)tr.e(y) PrTH4 

x = x +x,y = y + y;} e(x +V) = e(x) oy + e(y) Ox DyTH3 

Table 9. Axioms for the priority operator" 

(L<Jb = a 

u<Jb =0 

x 0 (y . z) = x 0 y 

x 0 (y + x) = (x oy) 0 z 

X'yoz =(xoz)·y 

(x + y) 0 z = (x 0 z) + (y 0 z) 

if ~(a < b) PI 

ifa<b P2 

P3 

P4 

P5 

P6 

Table 10. Axioms for the unless operator. 
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Theorem 44. (Elimination theorem of the priority operator) Let p be a closed A Cpt + 19 

term. Then there is a closed prBPA term q such that A Cpt + 19 I- p = q. 

Proof. (Part 2.) 

:3. p = 19(p,) for certain closed ACpt + 19 term PI: by the induction hypothesis there is 

a. closed prBPA term q, such that A Cpt +19 I- p, = q,. By Theorem 5 there is a basic 

term ,', such that prBPA I- q, = ",. Then also, A Cpt + 19 I- p, = 1',. By induction 

011 t.he structure of basic. t.erm 7'1 we prove that there is a basic term r (which means 

dosed as well) such that ACP; +19 I- 19(",) = r and moreover if 1', E B+ then I' E B+. 

:U ", = a E A,: then ACpt + 19 I- 19(,·,) = 19(a) = a and a is a basic prBPA term 

and a E B+; 

::1.2 1'1 == a " r~ for a E A,s and ba'Sic term J'~: then 

A Cpt + 19 I- 19(rll = 19(a . "D = 19(a) . 19{r;) = a· 19{r;). By induction there is 

a basic term s' such that ACpt + 19 I- 19(,';) = s' and a· s' is a basic term and 

moreover a ' s' E B+ ; 

:1.3 /"1 =:: 1'~ + 1'1' for basic B+ terms 1'~ and 1'1': then 

Aept + 19 I- 19(r,) = 19(,·; + rn = 19(1'1) 0 "1' + 19("n 0 "J. By the induction 
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hypothesis there are basic B+ terms s' and s" such that A C~ + e I- 8( l'D = s' 

and ACp,; +8 I- 8(rn = 8" and thus ACp,; +8 I- 8("d = s' or~ +8" 0";. (3.:l) 

By induction on the st,ructure of basic B+ terms p and q we prove that there is a 

basic B+ term z such that A Cpt + 8 I- l' 4 q = z and 01'( z) ::; op(p). 

1. if p == a and q == b for some a, b E A, then the result. follows from axioms P 1 

and P2; 

11. if p == a . p' and q == b for a, bE A.s and some basic term p' then 

ACp,; +8 I- p4q = a '1" ob = (a ob). 1" = c· p' for c E A, which is determined 

by axioms Pl and P2. Moreover c· 1" is a basic B+ term and op(c· 1") ::; 01'(1'); 

iii. if p == p' + pll and q == b for b E A.s and some basic B+ terms pi and p" t,hen 

using axiom P6 we obtain 

ACp,; + 8 I- p 4 q = (1" + 1''') 4 b = (1" 0 b) + (1''' 4 b). By the induct.ion 

hypothesis there are basic B+ terms z' and z" such that A Cpt +8 I- p' 4b = z', 

ACp,; + 8 I- 1''' 4 b = z" and op(z') ::; op(p') and op(z") ::; 01'(1'''). Thus we 

obtain that ACP;; + 8 I- l' 0 b = z' + z" and z' + z" is a ba.sic B+ term and 

op(z' + z") ::; 01'(1'); 

iv. if q == b . q' for b E A.s and some basic term q' and p E B+ then using axiom 

P3 we get: ACP;; + 8 I- p. q = l' 4 (b· q') = l' 0 b and the result follows from 

the previous three cases. 

v. if q == q' + q" for some basic B+ terms q' and q" and p E B+ then using 

axiom P4 we obtain: ACpt + 8 I- l' 4 q = l' 4 (q' + 'I") = (1'. q') 4 q". By 

the induction hypothesis we have that there is a basic B+ term z' such that. 

ACP;; + 8 I- l' 4 q' = z' and op(z') ::; op(p). Now we are allowed to use the 

induction hypothesis again and we obtain that there is a basic B+ term :;" 

such that ACpt + 8 I- z' 4 q" = z" and op(z") ::; op(z'). Thus we obtain 

ACP;; + 8 I- p. q = z" and op(z")::; 01'(1'). 

Now we can apply this result to case 3.3 and we obtain that there are basic B+ 

terms 51 and 52 such that A Cp;!:" + e I- .'5' <l1'~' = 51 and A C~ + e I- s" <l J'~ = ."'2' 

Thus ACP; + 8 I- 8(r.) = 5, + S2 and ", + s, is a basic B+ t.erm: 

3.4 rl == Tl tt-7fr~ for basic terms 1'1 and l'i' and 7r E (O, 1): then 

A CP;; + 8 I- 8( rd = 8( r; tt-. rrJ = 8( r;) tt-, 8( ,.n. By t.he induction hypot.hesis 

there are basic terms s' and s" such t.hat ACP;; +8 I- 8(,';) = s' and ACP;; +8 I-

8(rn = s" and thus we obtain ACP;; +8 I- 8(r.) = s'tI-• .s" and 5'tI-.5" is a 

basic term. 0 

Verification On the set of atomic actions A the following part.ial ordering is defined: 

I. a < e7(st), for each ". E A \ {c7(sl)); 
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2. (',(to) < a, for each a E A \ {c,(to)}. 

The action Cj(to) has a lower priority than every other atomic action because a pre

mature time-out can disturb the functioning of the protocol. In order to express that 

immediately after sending a message the timer is started the action C7(st) has been given 

a higher priority than the other actions. (This assumption is very realistic because in 

such a system a communication between the sender and the timer is usually faster than a 

communication between other processes in the system.) 

The behaviour of the protocol is obtained by composition of the five processes: 

PAR = tI 080 aH(S II T II f{ II L II R), 

where 

H = h(x), si(x)!i E {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, x E (D x {D, I}) U {ack, -t, st, to}} 

is t.he set of encapsulated atomic actions and tI is the pre-abstraction operator ([3]), which 

renames all internal action from the set 

I = {Ci(x)Ii E {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, x E (D x {D, I}) U {ack, -t, st, to}} U {k, I} 

tot. 

Shortly, we will describe how non-determinism is resolved ill the derivation of the 

recursive specification given below. First of all, non-determinism which occurs as a result 

of conditional axiom DyM is resolved by using the encapsulation operator. Then, by 

merge of atomic actions of processes in the parallel composition, two sub-processes which 

cont.ain non-determinism between processes are obtained. Firstly, we obtain the following 

.ub-process: c,( st) . Q + (c.(db) . X ti-. q(-t) . Y ti-q k . Y), for some processes Q, X and Y. 

Then, applying the distribution laws and the axioms of e operator, by taking into account 

t.he partial ordering of the set. of at.omic actions, we obtain that 8(C7(St) . Q + (c4(db) . 

X ti-.('4(-t)· Y ti-"k· I.'» = c,(st) . 8(Q). (This situation corresponds to the state of the 

system in which in parallel the timer might be started or the message might be delivered 

1.0 t.he receiver and as a result of the interleaving model non-determinism occurs. Under 

the Flssumption that the timer is started immediately after sending the message from the 

sender, it follows that. this non-det.el'ministic choice actually is deterministic.) 

In the second situation we obtain non-deterministic choice between the process c7(to)·R 

".nd some other process P of the form a· Z tJ-pb. U 1:1;, c· V or a· Z for certain processes R, 

Z. [J, V and atOll1ic actions a, band c. (There are more variants where non-determinism 

with r,(to)· R occurs and we consider all of them in general.) Again, using the axioms of 8 

operat.or and a.xioms of A Cpt and the partial ordering defined on the set A we obtain that 

13«(',(/.0)' R+ P) = 8(P) and P does not have non-deterministic choice as an outermost 

operat.or. 

\·Ve ("all derive t.he follO\ving recursive specification for PAR: 
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Po = L T,(d)· P, p. = I· I· Po 
dED 

P, = 1·1 ·(1· P2 tr.I·I· Pd P5 = I . I . t . P6 

P2 = s2(d) . Po Po = I . Po tr. I . P5 

Po = I· (I· Potrpl· P.tr"l· P5 ) 

The behaviour of the whole process is depicted in Figure 6. In order t.o obtain a clearer 

transition system we omit the labels that present probabilit.y 1 and we join a probabilist.ic 

transition and an action transition into one edge. If we abstract from the content or 
messages sent from the environment this transition system can be considered as a labelled 

Markov chain. Further using :fi.1arkov chain analysis various results for the behaviour of 

the protocol can be obtained. We can prove liveness of the protocol by showing that. stat.e 

Po in Figure 6 is a recurrent state. Moreover, because tf operator does not reduce the 

number of internal actions we can compute the mean number of actions that are executed 

between reading of two successive data (between two read actions from environment) of the 

protocol by computing the mean recurrence time of state Po. For example, for 1l" = 0.95, 

p = 0.92 and '1 = 0.07 this mean number of atomic actions is 7.71. 

p, t 

Po 

t 
1 - 11", t 

., t 

o---:---~.{ P, )-..,--~)---:-~ 
I-p-1],t 

Fig. 6. The behaviour of the whole system. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

The objective of this paper is to introduce a probabilistic version of AC? where nOIl

deternlinisnl and probability are combined. The presented proba.bilist.ic process algehra 

ACP;!:" inlproves the va.riant of probabilistic process algebra proposed ill [1]. In order t.o 
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get. a more effective axiom system we have proposed a new variant of an extension of 

prBPA with parallel composition. Following the idea of ACP-like process algebras for the 

interleaving lTIodel we have given the axiom system where only parallel dynamic processes 

are merged. In order to realise this concept we have added an extra quaternary operator, 

][ called merge with memory. 

The operational semantics of A Cr,; is based on the alternating model and it has been 

defined by a term deduction system of which the signature contains an extended set of 

constants (each atomic action has a dynamic counterpart) and of which the deduction 

rules include two transition types: probabilistic and action transitions. Instead of labelling 

probabilistic transitions we have defined the probability distribution function which gives 

a probability with which a probabilistic transition may occur. In the construction of the 

t.erm lllodels we have used probabilistic bisimulation and we have shown soundness and 

completeness of the term model with respect to the proposed axiom systems. 

Dealing with the PAR protocol with unreliable channels we have investigated the ap

plicability of A Cr,;. We have given a specification in ACr,; of the constituent processes 

of the protocol and of the whole system. In order to do a performance analysis non

determinism has to be resolved. Using in addition only the priority operator and the 

pre-abstraction operator we have obtained a recursive specification of the behaviour of 

the protocol that can be viewed as a Markov chain. Our results indicate that for more 

eomplex protocols where pre-abstraction does not help, in order to verify some proper

t.ies of a system, non-det.erminism can be resolved by standard methods used in ACP, for 

instance abstraction, applied only for sub-processes where non-determinism occurs. There

fore one of the directions in our further research is to investigate possibilities of combining 

abstraction and probability. 

We mention as a possible option for future work the integration of a timed and prob

abilistic version of ACP. 

Acknowledgments. I thank Jos Baeten and Kees Middelburg for helpful comments. 
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